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Stéphane Tsapis : compositions, piano, oriental piano, rhodes, philicorda
Marc Buronfosse : double bass, effects
Arnaud Biscay : drums
Neşet Kutas : bendir, daf, darbouka 
Lynn Adib, Valentina et Juanita Añez, Cybèle Castoriadis, Maki Nakano, Gülay Hacer Toruk : 
voice

01. Igor in the sky - Prélude 03’03
02. Le Tsapis volant 04’30
03. To magiko hali 04’52
04. Sultani yegah 05’46
05. Victor Challita 04’20
06. Le vent vient de loin... 02’08
07. Abdallah Kamanja 06’27
08. Neblina 04’40
09. Le sapeur de Panama 04’42
10. Sabahin seher vaktinde 02’51
11. Yagmur yagar 04’32
12. Ta paidhia tis geitonia sou 04’06
13. Igor in the sky  05’45

New album

CONCERTS

TRACKLISTING

LINE-UP

November 14 - Le Piano Oriental - Théâtre du Nord, Lille
December 10 - Le Tsapis volant, Album release, Studio de l’Ermitage, Paris

February 12- Le Piano oriental - Festival travelling, Rennes

To download the album : 
bit.ly/LeTsapisVolant-DL
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LE TSAPIS VOLANT
« I often dream that I am flying over cities, mountains, seas and oceans in a state of plenitude, with the full force of 
the wind freely flowing over my face, and a deep sense of well-being at floating
freely. I am often described as absent-minded, lost in thought, mesmerised by 
interior journeys and their escapist landscapes which carry me, safe and sound, 
far from reality and its pedestrian, humdrum, nitty gritty nature.
And yet there it was, right under my feet, the magic carpet that
weaves my name in French, my Tsapis tapis; all I had to do to fly
away was hop on it!

I met Zeina Abirached a decade ago, when she designed
a magnificent sleeve for the Mataroa project of the Kaïmaki band.
As a Franco-Greek, I was instantly seduced by the graphic style and great emotional

sensitivity reflected in the work of that Lebanese lady, fresh out of Beyrouth. I remember my enthusiam when her
graphic novel, The Oriental Piano, came out in 2015, describing the cross-links between her personal path and that
of her great-grand-father Abdallah Chahine's fabulous
creation. That story truly inspired me.

Zeina invited me to take part in a concert designed around the Oriental Piano. The show was first performed at 
Stains in 2016, and again in 2017 at La Ferme du Buisson during the Pulp festival. Luc-André Deplasse walked
onstage with a piano practically identical to the Oriental Piano designed by Abdallah Chahine. The show is based
on the graphic novel and blends music, story-telling, shadow play and drawing. We were privileged to perform it
many times in France and abroad. I even had the great honour of playing on Abdallah Chahine's original piano in 
Lebanon during our March 2019 tour.

From that came a project for a solo album based on the pieces composed for the show, which begat the wish to 
arrange the music for orchestra: The Oriental Piano morphed into "Tsapis Volant", The Magic Tsapis, a French pun
on my Tsapis patronym and its homonym, a tapis volant, a flying carpet.
"Le Piano Oriental" is a solo album(Vinyl, CD-Comics), whereas "Le Tsapis Volant" features the female voice.

This new project makes me want to travel and seek out new horizons with my trio from the last album and various
guest stars from different backgrounds. We shall therefore fly away on my magic 'Tsapis Volant' with a rythm
section that includes
Marc Buronfosse on bass, Arnaud Biscay on drums, the great percussionist Neset Kutas, and a whole gamut of 
female voices performing on a large scale of varying tones and languages: I have named the singers Gülay Hacer
Toruk, Lynn Adib, Cybèle Castoriadis, Valentina and Juanita Añez and Maki Nakano, encountered in Paris or 
during the course of my musical travels. My compositions will be heard in different languages; the voices will
sometimes blend and merge, or vanish in a puff.
The 'Tsapis Volant' will be a musical meeting of our common purpose, rising above differences to swoop in on the 
heart of the matter. »

- Stéphane Tsapis -

PRESENTATION

TRIO

Stéphane Tsapis is a passionate traveller, composer, and pianist who has forever been building bridges between his Mediterranean
roots and multicultural Paris, the international gateway and melting pot where he grew up.

In 2015, he formed a trio with Marc Buronfosse and Arnaud Biscay. They have since toured such varied places as Romania, Greece, 
Columbia, Japan, Mexico and Tadjikistan with their album “Border Lines”, not forgetting an occasional visit to France.

As leader of the group Kaïmaki, Stéphane Tsapis produced the album “Mataroa” as a showcase for the spoken word, specifically his
own father’s voice recounting the forced exile of Greek people caused by the civil war. With his album “ Le Tsapis Volant”, ("The 
Flying Tsapis”, a pun on the French “tapis volant” for "magic carpet”), the aim was to blend the particular voice of the oriental piano, 
a singular musical instrument producing a unique sound, with female voices from wide-ranging backgrounds. It was meant as a musical 
retrospective featuring his artistic collaborations from the recent past.
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THE MAGIC CARPET VOCAL TRIO

I met Lynn Adib in Paris during an oriental jam session on the riverboat Anako. She
possesses great vocal agility and a wholly original vocabulary, a cross between Arabic
maqam vocal improvisation and her beloved bebop. One of her idiosyncrasies is to 
sing jazz standards with Arabic lyrics. The piece by Victor Challita was made for her!

I came across Cybèle Castoriadis thanks to the Mataroa project. Cornelius Castoriadis, 
her father, had participated in that venture. Since 2013, we have collaborated in many
musical genres and groups: duo, quartet, song, poetry, world music, jazz… Cybèle is an 
all-terrain singer and polyglot to boot, gifted with the ability to breathe life into the tales 
she tells and the songs she sings. Our cover of Manos Hatzidakis’ Magic Carpet gave 
me the idea for the Flying Tsapis.

Gülay Hacer Toruk is my neighbour in St. Ouen. I had the pleasure of working with her
during the seminar "Crossroads: Arabic Maqam Music” given by Amir el Saffar at the 
Royaumont Abbey in 2017. She combines great stage presence with unshakeable
humility and kindness. I wanted to gather Lynn, Gülay and Cybèle together on a Tsapis 
magic carpet to fly over the Mediterranean.They each have a solo number on the 
album.

Neşet Kutas is also a close neighbour, and I have long wanted to work with him. He is a 
percussionist who has taken part in many world music projects, and also an outstanding
dancer! For the last few years, he has taken part in Jordi Savall’s Orpheus XXI project.

I have known Maki Nakano for twenty years. We met in Paris when she first arrived
from Japan. She is a very unusual artist and character. She plays the saxophone, 
the clarinet, she sings, she dances, she’s a writer and poet…. In 2012, we made a 
duo album, Music for Four Hands and a Mouth, produced by her Franco-Japanese
label, Open Music. Thanks to her, I had the privilege of performing in Japan in 
2012 for our duo album, in 2014 for the album Charlie and Edna issued by the 
Japanese label Cloud, and in 2017 during the Oriental Piano tour. Maki was also
kind enough to write the Japanese lyrics for le vent vient de loin.

THE SINGERS FROM THE END 
OF THE WORLD

We met Valentina and Juanita Añez in Colombia in 2018, when the trio was artist-in-
residence during the Tropicante Jazz Festival, organised by Sarah Maréchal. The 
week of residency focused on a completely new repertoire. Thanks to their
outstanding vocal range, combined with an exceptional musical ear and memory, 
the work created with Juanita and Valentina produced results of great quality and 
fluency.

Valentina wrote the Spanish lyrics for Neblina, and Juanita and Valentina discreetly
lent their voice to the choral part of Maki’s song.
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PROJECT GENESIS, DRAWER AND PIANO

In the 1950s, Abdallah Chahine designed a very unusual prototype, a piano on which both quarter tone
oriental music and the tempered scales of western music could be played.
The only model in existence was made with the support of the Hofmann factories in Vienna.
The oriental Hofmann prototype is in Beyrouth.

In 2015, Casterman published Zeina Abirached's graphic novel entitled The Oriental 
Piano. The book tells the story of how her great-grand-father Abdallah Chahine 
conceived and designed his musical instrument. The book was a great success both in 
France and abroad, and the comic strip has been translated in many languages.
In 2016, the unrestricted festival at Stains gave Zeina Abirached free rein. Zeina decided
to adapt her comic strip story as a drawn and narrated musical comedy. She suggested
that Stéphane Tsapis play the part of Abdallah Chahine and compose the music for the 
show. The completed work was performed at many festival venues, and also on tour in 
Japan and Lebanon.

In 2017, Didier Plateau invited Zeina Abirached to take part in the festival The Unexpected
of Tournai. Given that the cost of transporting the oriental piano was prohibitive, he

suggested that Luc-André Deplasse transform a white quarter grand Yamaha into an oriental 
piano. Luc-André Deplasse took up the gauntlet and cloned a twin prototype of Abdallah 

Chahine’s piano. So now, there are two oriental pianos, one in Lebanon and one in 
Belgium. The latter is the one used in the show The Oriental Piano.

In 2019, Stéphane Tsapis recorded a solo album based on his compositions for the show. On 8th November, 
2019, a vinyl version of the album, which he produced himself, will be released. Zeina Abirached’s comic strip
novel is being re-issued in luxury book/CD format, including twelve new pages which continue the story 
(Casterman Publishers).

Stéphane Tsapis is simultaneously issuing an album with a larger ensemble, entitled The Flying Tsapis. This 
album will also be released on November 8th on the Cristal Records label, distributed by Sony Music 
Entertainment.
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